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ABSTRACT 
Kahan in his 1957 thesis was probably the first to use quadratic form arguments 
to analyze the SOR method. In 1973, Richard Varga used quadratic form arguments 
to extend the SOR theory to a more general splitting and to obtain upper bound 
estimates for the spectral radius of an SOR iteration matrix. These estimates then led 
to a suggested value for the overrelaxation factor w independent of the theory for 
consistently ordered matrices. The purpose of this paper is to obtain similar results for 
SSOR. It presents for SSOR a generalization of the Ostrowski-Reich theorem, bounds 
for the spectral radius of the SSOR iteration matrix, suggestions for the selection of an 
overrelaxation factor w, and a numerical computation for the nine point stencil for the 
model problem of Laplace’s equation on a square. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To iteratively solve the matrix problem 
(1.1) 
where b is a given vector in 6’” and A is a positive definite Hermitian 
n X n matrix, the well-known symmetric successive over-relaxation (SSOR) 
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iterative method can be applied: 
(D--oL)2(“+1’2)=[(1-~)D+~L*]~(“)+~b (1.2.a) 
and 
(D-cc~L*)x(“+‘)=[(l-w)D+oL]~(“+“~)+wb, (1.2.b) 
where D is defined as D = diag(A) and where L, defined as the strictly 
lower triangular part of - A, evidently satisfies 
L+L*=D-A. (1.3) 
For any 6.1 in (0,2), it is well known that the iterates r(“), defined by (I.2.b) 
and (1.2.a), converge as n -+m to the unique solution of (l.l), for any x(O) in 
C” [ll]. Q ua ra ic d t’ f orm arguments for the SSOR method may have been 
first used by Habetler and Wachspress [5]; they were subsequently used by 
Ehrlich [3] and Young [ll, 121. Interestingly enough, the usual proofs of this 
convergence do not make any special use of the triangular properties of the 
matrix L, other than the obvious ones that D - w L and D - wL* are 
nonsingular for all real w, an observation first pursued by Varga 1101 for the 
SOR case. 
As in [lo], we will assume throughout that we are given two n X n 
matrices A and S such that 
(1) A is Hermitian positive definite with unit diagonal; 
(2) S is skew-Hermitian, i.e., 
s*=-s. (1.4) 
In the remaining part of this section, a well-known analogue of the 
Ostrowski-Reich theorem is presented. In Section 2, estimates for the 
optimal relaxation factor for the SSOR method are derived and related to 
those which appear in [12]. Under additional hypothesis, these estimates are 
refined in Section 3. Section 4 is concerned with experimental results for 
SSOR in solving Laplace’s equation on the unit square using the nine point 
finite difference operator [l, 4, 81. 
Write A in the form 
A = I - L(A)- U(A), 
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and set 
B = L(A) + U(A), 
where L(A) and U(A) are the strictly lower triangular and upper triangular 
parts of A respectively. If S = L(A)- U(A) and 
L := ;(I - A + S), (1.5) 
then L = L(A). 
We remark that L defined in this way satisfies the following: 
L+L*=I-A, (1.6.a) 
LL* = $(I - A + S)(Z - A - S) 
=:[(I-A)‘-Se+.,-,,] 
=a[Z-2A+(A-S)(A+S)]. (1.6.b) 
Of course, the matrix L defined by (1.5) is not in general strictly lower 
triangular, and it is not immediately apparent for which values of w the 
matrix Z - WL is invertible. However, as in [lo], using (1.5), we can write 
I-wL=;[(2-w)+oA-4. 
The positive definite character of A and the purely imaginary character of 
(u,So) for any n E C” yield Re(v,(Z - wL)u) > 0 for any o # 0 in 8” and 
any w E [0,2]. Consequently, Z - OL is invertible for all w E [O, 23. A similar 
argument holds for Z - oL*. Thus, Z - wL* is invertible for all w E [0,2]. 
Throughout, let m(C), M(C), a(C), and p(C) denote the smallest real 
eigenvalue, the largest real eigenvalue, the collection of all eigenvalues, and 
the spectral radius of an arbitrary matrix C. 
To examine the convergence properties of the iterative procedure of (1.2) 
under the assumptions of (1.4) and (I.5), write (1.2) as 
xc”+‘)= G”X(“) + w(2- w)(Z - wL*)-‘(I - wL)_lb, n = 0,l ,...> 
(1.7) 
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where the n X n matrix G’, is defined by 
G’o:=(z-wL*)-‘[(l-w)z+oL](l-wL)-’[(l-o)z+wL*] 
=(z-wL*)-‘(1-wL)-‘[(1-0)z+wL][(1-0)z+wL*] 
=[z-o(L+L*)+o~LL*]-1[(1-w)2z+o(l-w)(L+L*)+o~LL*]. 
(1.8) 
It then follows from (1.5) and (1.6) that 
x[(l-~~z-(~-~)A+~(A-s)(A+s)]. (1.9) 
Now, if GWu = tu for u # 0 in 8” and for o ~[0,2], we see from (1.9) that 
. (1.10) 
Since A* = A and S* = - S, then 
Then (1.10) may be rewritten with (u,v) = 1 as 
4w(2- w)(Au,u) 
’ = ‘-- (2- ~)~+2w(2- o)(Au,u)+ m2((A + S)V,(A + S)u) ’ 
(1.11) 
LEMMA 1.1. Assuming (1.4) and (1.91, then G’, has nonnegative eigen- 
values for any w. Moreover, fm any nonzero uector u with (u, u) = 1 one has 
Ogm(G,,)<l- 
4w(2- w)(Au,u) 
(~-w)~+~~(~-~)(Au,u)+~~((A+S)U,(A+S)U) 
G P(G,). (1.12) 
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and 
K, := [(l- w)Z + OL] [(l- w)z + wL*]. 
Then G’, = H,K,,,, where H, is a positive definite Hermitian matrix for all 
w and Ko is a nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix for all w. Setting 
E, := H;‘/2G,,H;/2 = H;‘/2K,H;/2, one finds that F, is a nonnegative 
definite Hermitian matrix, which is similar to G’,. Thus, the first statement 
of our lemma follows. 
To see the second, note that for all nonzero vectors W, 
Moreover, 
(Qw) (K,H;‘%, H;/~w) 
(w,w) = (w,w) : 
and setting v = HA12w, 
(G,w,w) (K,vJ~ 
(ww,w) = (H,v,v) ’ 
Hence (1.12) follows. n 
Now (1.11) yields the following well-known analogne of the Ostrowski- 
Reich theorem [ll, p. 4631. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assuming ( 1.41, 
p(G;,) < 1 ifand only if w E (0,2). 
Conversely, assum that A is a Hermitian n x n matrix and that I - WL and 
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I - wL* are invertible, where w E (0,2). Then 
p( G,,) < 1 if and only if A is positive definite. 
Proof. Rewrite (1.11) as 
“+wz((A+S)v,(A+S)v) 
1+ (2-w) 2w(2_w)(A ) (1.13) 
u,u 
Recall that by Lemma 1.1, 5 > 0. If 5 < 1, then (1.11) together with Lemma 
1.1 implies that w cannot be 0 or 2, and (1.13) says that o cannot be less 
than 0 or greater than 2. Conversely, if 0 < w < 2, then (1.13) implies that 
5 < 1. This proves the first part. 
To establish the second statement, if there existed a nonzero vector o 
such that (Au, v) < 0, then the right hand side of (1.13) would be negative, 
contradicting (1.12) of Lemma 1.1. On the other hand, if 6 > 1 in (1.13), then 
5 - 1 is positive, which could only occur if (Av,v) < 0 in (1.13). This 
establishes the second statement. n 
2. GENERAL BOUNDS 
The assumption (1.4.1) implies that the eigenvalues {A,):= 1 of A are all 
positive real numbers. Assume that the {A,}r=i of A are ordered as 0 < A, < 
A,< ... < A... It is well known that for all v # 0 in 6” such that (v, v) = 1, 
one has 0 < hi Q (Av, v) < A, and 0 < A; < (A’v, 2;) < A”,. 
Set K, = (v E C” :(v, v) = 1, G,v = tv, and 5 = p(G,,>). 
For convenience we set 
g( t 4) = (2- w)“-(2w)(2- w)t + W2Y 
w, > 
(2- w)“+2w(2- w)t + dq 
for A, < t < A,, 0 < y0 < q < ql, and 0 < w < 2. The connection 
(2.1) and (1.10) becomes obvious when one makes the following 
tions: 
t = (Av,v), q = ((A + S)v,(A + S)v) 2 0. 
(2.1) 
between 
substitu- 
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Further investigation of (2.1) yields the following lemma, whose proof is 
immediately obtained through the computation of the appropriate derivatives 
of (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume (2.1). Then g(w, t, q) satisfies the following: 
6) g(w, t, q) is a decreasing function oft; 
(ii) g(w, t, q) is an increasing function of q; 
(iii) for any t, q in (2.0, g(0, t,q) attains a minimum for w,, = 
2/0+ &>. In this case, 
g(%,t,q) = 
q-t47 47-t =- 
q+t&i J7;+t’ 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Set 
N= (2- w)“-2w(2- w)t + w”q, 
Then D + N = 2[(2 - 0)” + w”q] 
D - N are positive for 0 < w < 2. 
Now to see (i) consider 
dN_ dD__ 
& -g-p -= 
dt D” = D’ 
and D-N=4w(2-w)t, and D+N and 
-2w(2- w)( D + N) 
= 
D” 
Since D + N is positive, 0 < w < 2, and D” > 0, then dg/dt < 0. Thus (i) 
follows. 
To see (ii) consider 
E!D_!!?N 
& dq dq w2D - w2N w’( D - N) w24w(2 - w)t -= 
dq 
02 = 02 = 02 = 02 ' 
Since 0 < w < 2 and D - N is positive, then dg/dq > 0. Thus (ii) follows. 
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Finally, to see (iii), we need only consider setting 
-= 
dw D2 
equal to zero. Thus the numerator is zero. This leads to 
Canceling 8t throughout, one obtains 
(-2+w+wy)(2-o)w+(-1+0)[(2-o)“+o”q] 
=-w(2-0)“+(2-w)o”q+o(2-w)“-(2-w)”+w”q(w-1). 
Canceling ~(2 - oJ2 and w3q and combining the w”q terms, this becomes 
2& - & - (2 - &))2 = & - (2 - (())2 
=w2(4-1)+4w-4=0 
For y = 1, then w = 1. For y # 1, the roots of this equation are 
-4+\/16-4(-4)(9-l) -4t-JIs9 2(1Tfi) 
2(9 - 1) = 2(y-1) = l-9 
Since y z 0, then 2/(1-h) 1’ res outside the range (0,2) of w, and we 
disregard this root. That 2/(1+ 6) 1s a root now follows for both cases. For 
w=O or w=2, g(w,t,q)=l and we shall see that g(w,, t, 4) < 1. Hence 
g(w, t, 4) attains a minimum at wh = 2/(1+ fi). 
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As promised, we evaluate g(w,, t, q), where wh = 2/U + \6), and we set 
p=1+fi.Then(p-1)2=q, wb=2/p, and 
_i 2- p-l P 1 2 - --$2)(P 4 - 1)t + ;q 
i 2- p-l i 2 4 
P 
+ -#2)(P - 1)t + -+ 
Canceling 4/p’ yields 
(p-1)“+2(p-1)t+q’ 
Now p - 1 = fi. Thus one now has 
9-2hit+q q-Q6 Ji-t =- 
q+Gt+q =q+tfi &+t’ 
which is less than one. g 
The next theorem describes some bounds for (G ,v, v) for u E K,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume (1.4) and (2.1). Then 
(i) for all 0 E G’,, 
(ii) p(G,,) < g(w, A,, ql). 
In particular, 
/K-h 2 
min p(6,) 4 g(q, A,, 91) = 
$G+A,’ 
where w,, = - 
1+&K. 
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Proof. For 0 < o < 2, the range of (G,v,v) for o E G,,, is contained in 
the range of 
Thus (i) follows from the properties of g(w, t,9) described in Lemma 2.1, 
while (ii) follows from the definition of G’, and from (i). Finally, the special 
case follows from Lemma 2.l(iii). W 
Recalling the Cauchy inequality 
I((A + S)u,c)12 =G ((A + S)w,(A + S)v)(u,u), 
one obtains for (v, o) = 1 that 
I((A + S)w))‘< ((A + S)v,(A + S)z;). 
Since (Az;,c) is real and (So,v) is purely imaginary, one has that 
J(A + Sk, c>/” = (Au, 0)” + /(SC, c))~ and 
((A + S)u,(A + S)u)” a (Au,u)“+~(Su,~)~~. (2.2) 
Substituting (2.2) into (1.11), it then becomes 
(G,,u,2;)>1- 
40(2- w)(Ao,u) 
(2- w)“+2w(2- w)(Ao,c)+ w”(Ao,v)“+ w”](So,v)]’ ’ 
Assuming (1.4) as in 19, p. 3311, define for 
the set 
Jw := (I- wLy[(l- w)+ o.L*] 
Then, for fixed w (0 < w < 2), 
p2(~ ) = [z- o - o(u,A~)]~+ ~~((tGu)(~ 
o [2- 0 + w(u,Av)]‘+ ~~((o,Sz;)(~ 
for any o E E,. (2.3) 
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Then (2.3) yields that for o E E, 
4w(2- o)(v,Au) 
P2(X)= ‘- [Z-w + w(v,Av)]‘+ w~](o,S~)))~ 
4w(2 - w)(Au, 0) 
“-- (Z-w)“+2w(2-w)(Au,v)+w”((A+S)u,(A+S)o)’ 
This result is recorded as 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume (1.4). For any TV E E, 
The next theorem is an easy consequence of Lemmas 1.1 and 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume (1.4). Then 
P”G-c) Q P(G,,). 
It is interesting to compare the results of Lemma 2.1 with those of Young 
[12, Theorem 4.21. To this end, set B := L + L*, where L is the lower 
triangular part of A. Now (1.11) becomes 
(=l- 
w(2- w)[l-(BV,U)] 
l- w(Bv,w)+ o”(LL*u,u) . (2.4) 
As in [12], set x = (Bu, v) and y = (LL*v, u). Then (2.4) may be rewritten as 
T(x, y,w) = I-- 
w(2- w)(l- r) 
l-wr+Way ’ 
which is shown in [12] to be increasing in y; however, it is not monotonic in 
x. Note that the difference between T(r, y, w) and g(o, t, 9) defined in (2.1) 
is due to ((A + S)v, (A + S)U) = 1 - 2(Bv, U) + 4(U*u, 0); hence, going from 
(2.1) to (2.4) essentially introduces a different denominator, changing the 
behavior of the function. 
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A comparison between Theorem (4.2) of [12] and of (2.1) will be deferred 
to the numerical examples which appear in Section 3. 
In [3], L. W. Ehrlich introduced the condition 
P(LL*)f;, (3.1) 
which is used in [3], [7], [ll], and [12] to obtain results on the SSOR method. 
To see how (3.1) relates to (1.4), one considers the following identity which 
follows from (1.6.a): 
4,X” = I -2A + (A - S)(A + S), 
and one obtains 
(4LL*z;,u) = ((I-2A + A2 -S” - SA + AS)v,u) for all VE8”. 
(3.2) 
Now since 4LL* is a nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix, 
sup (4LL*v, v) = p(4LL*). 
(c,c)=l 
Hence, (3.1) and (3.2) imply that 
((I-2A + A2 - S2 - SA + AS)v,v) < 1 forall uE&” where (v,v) = 1. 
Thus 
((A’ -2A - S2 - SA + AS)v,2j) < 0 
and 
((A2 - S2 - SA + AS)v,v) f 2(Av,v) for CE???” where (v,v) = 1. 
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Now with the substitution 
((A2 - S2 - SA + AS)v,v) = ((A + S)u,(A + S)u), 
the above equation yields that 
((A + S)o,(A + S)c) < ~(Ao,D) for DE&n where (0,~) = 1. 
(3.3) 
Finally, one notes that backtracking from (3.3) yields (3.1). This result is now 
recorded as 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (1.4). Then (3.1) and (3.3) are equi&ent. 
Upon substituting (3.3) into (l.ll), one obtains that for any c such that 
(zj,2;> = 1 and G,,u = 50, 
4w(2- w)(Az~,D) 
“‘- (2-w)“+2w(2-w)(Ao,u)+2ti2(Au,u) 
(Z- +44w(Au,u)+4w2(Au,u) 
= 
(2- &+4o(Ao,u) ’ 
With (3.4) in mind, one sets 
h(o,t) = 
(2- co)“-4wt +4dt 
(Z- wy+40t ’ 
where A, ,< t < A, and 0 <w < 2. 
The following lemma elaborates on the properties of (3.5). 
LEMMA 3.2. Assuming (3.51, the following hold: 
(i) forfixed t, min, <o <2 h(w, t) occurs when 
2 
--. 
W=%-I+*’ 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(ii) for-fixed w, h(w, t) is decreasing in t. 
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Proof. Set D = (Z- 0>‘+4wt and N =(2- w)” -4wt +4w”t; then 
D+N=2(2-~)~+4w~t, D-N=8wt-4o”t, do/do=-2(2-o)+4t, 
dN/dw = -2(2- w)-4t +Bwt, dD/dt = 4w, and dN/dt = -4w +4w”. 
To see (i), one computes, holding t fixed, 
= 
dw D2 
= [-2(2-w)-4t+Swt]D-[-2(2-w)+4t]N 
D2 
-2(2-w)(D-N)-4t(D+N)+SotD 
= 
D2 
-2(2-w)(8wt -4w”t)-4t[2(2- o)“+4w”t] 
+Bwt[(2- o)2+4ut] 
= 
D” 
Setting the numerator equal to zero, one has 
0 = (2- w)Swt(w -2)-8t[(2- o)2+202t] +8ot[(2- w)‘+4wt] 
= -(2- o)2+2W”t, 
or 
4-40.) + w”(l-et) = 0. 
For t = i, o = 1 is the solution, so assume t # i. The roots of this last equa- 
tion are w = 2/(1+ 6). N ow the restrictions on 6.1 eliminate 2/Q- 6). 
Hence oh = 2/(1+ fi) for both cases. That wh is a minimum for h(w, t) 
on the interval 0 < w < 2 may be seen from the fact that h(0, t) = h(2, t) 
= 1, while h(o, t) < 1 for 0 < w < 2. 
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dh 
To see (ii), consider Z(U, t> where w is held fixed. Now 
81 
ED_dDN 
$,t)= dt D2 dt . 
Then 
dh (-4m+4c02)D-4oN -4w(D+ N)+4w2D 
dt= ,,2 = D2 
Thus one sees that the sign of dh /dt will depend on 
-4w(2(2- ~)~+4~~t)+4~~[(2- ~)~+4~t] 
=(~-cIJ)~(-Bw+~w~)-~~cw~~+~~u~~=-~w(~-w)~. 
Since 0 < w < 2, then dh /dt is negative; hence, h(w, t) is a decreasing 
function in t for w fixed. 
Finally, 
h(w,,>t) = 
(2- 0h)2-4Wht +4w;t 
(z- WJJ2+4Wht 
(2- iGt12- isk +4M2t 
(+T)‘+ii% 
4(2t)-Bt-8ta+16t 
= 
4(2t)+Bt +Bt& 
16t - 8ta 2-a fi-fi 
= 16t+Bta 
c-E_ 
2+J2t &-+fi’ 
An upper bound for p(G,) now follows. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Assuming (1.4) and (3.1), then for 
2 
we have 
(3.6) 
Proof. Since h(w, t) is decreasing in t for fixed w, the maximum of 
h( w, t) on A, < t < A, is attained at A,. In view of (3.4) and the previous 
lemma and Lemma 1.1, 
n 
It is important to note that in [ll], for L, the strictly lower triangular part 
of - A with (3.11, an optimal w of 
is recommended. Comparisons with results of [I21 are of interest, so one 
proceeds as follows. Let /3 and M be positive real numbers such that 
and 
In [12] estimates for the optimal relaxation parameter for the case where L is 
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a strictly lower triangular matrix can be stated as 
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I 2 1+(1-2M+4P)"' if M<4P, my= 2 (3.7) 
1+(1-4py 
if M>4P. 
Although (3.6) requires the additional hypothesis p(LL*) < a, it requires 
less information (M and p> than (3.7). Table 1 summarizes the comparison of 
(3.6) with (3.7) for the following matrices: 
1 -0.25 -0.25 0 
A,= -0.25 1 0 
-0.25 0 1 
0 - 0.25 -0.25 1 
A,=& 
As=& 
16 -4 0 -4 -1 0 0 0 0 
-4 16 -4 1 -4 -1 0 0 0 
0 -4 16 0 1 -4 0 0 0 
-4 1 0 16 -4 0 -4 -1 0 
-1 -4 1 -4 16 -4 1 -4 -1 
0 -1 -4 0 -4 16 0 1 -4 
0 0 0 -4 1 0 16 -4 0 
0 0 0 -1 -4 1 -4 16 -4 
0 0 0 0 -1 -4 0 -4 16 
20 -4 0 -4 -1 0 0 0 0 
-4 20 -4 1 -4 -1 0 0 0 
0 -4 20 0 -1 -4 0 0 0 
-4 -1 0 20 -4 0 -4 -1 0 
-1 -4 -1 -4 20 -4 -1 -4 -1 
0 -1 -4 0 -4 20 0 -1 -4 
0 0 0 -4 -1 0 20 -4 0 
0 0 0 -1 -4 -1 -4 20 -4 
0 0 0 0 -1 -4 0 -4 20 
Table 1 lists M, p = p(LL*), and A, for A,, A,, and A,, as well as wh, oY. 
and o0 (the optimal w) and the spectral radii of Goh, GWy, and GWO. 
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TABLE 1 
Matrix M /3 A, o,, P@J WY P$) (")o PR,) 
A, .5 .125 .5 1 .1842 1.1716 .1865 1.085 .1735 
‘42 .7127 ,205 .2873 1.2285 .3609 1.1376 .3542 1.155 .3536 
A, .6657 .1595 .3343 1.2487 .2670 1.1003 .2716 1.18 .2603 
4. APPLICATION 
A standard model problem is obtained by using the nine point approxima- 
tion to the Laplacian: 
‘uj-l,k +duj+l,k +4uj,k-1+4Uj,k+l+ uj-l,k-l + Uj-l,k-l 
+ Uj-1 k-1 + Uj+l,k+l -2oujk =O, j,k=1,2 ,..., N-l, 
tijk = 0, 
j=O,N or k=O,N. (4.1) 
To find the eigenvalues associated with (4.1) one solves 
-4("i-l,j + ui+l,j + ui,j+l + ‘i,j-1) 
-(~i+l,j+l+Ui_l,j+l+Ui-l,j_l+~~+~,j-~)+20~i,j=2oA~i,j~ (4.2) 
Now one can verify directly that for any nonzero integers i and j, the 
conditions of Laplace’s equation on the unit square are satisfied if one sets 
ui,j = sin(k~i/N>sin(l~j/N). One then finds that the smallest and largest 
eigenvalues associated with the matrix A of (4.1) are 
1 
A1= s 5-4cos; -co?; ) 
( 1 
1 
A, = s 5-4cos 
r(N- 1) 
N 
-coos2 (4.3) 
In practice the SSOR method would be accelerated by Chebyshev or 
conjugate gradient acceleration, This would greatly speed up the conver- 
gence [I2]. Even without acceleration one could at least extrapolate, which 
would double the convergence. A search for the optimal relaxation factor for 
SOR has been the topic of a recent paper by Adams, LeVeque, and Young 
[l], as well as in van de Vooren and Vliegenthart [8]. This investigation will 
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TABLE 2 
N wh 
25 1.7583 
50 1.8712 
100 1.93347 
250 1.9728 
1000 1.9931 
Upper bound 
for p(Gwh) 
.87136 
.93348 
.96617 
.98633 
.99656 
be pursued here for SSOR. Since the matrix of (4.1) satisfies (3.0, one may 
apply Theorems 3.3 to (4.1). This result is shown in Table 2. 
In [lo], the value 
1 
O'::=l+;h,h, 
(4.4) 
has been suggested as an estimate for the optimal relaxation parameter for 
SOR. See also [l] and [4]. Clearly, w,, < w,. As suggested by Theorem 2.4 
and the referee, this estimate for the optimal relaxation parameter for SOR 
will be used as an estimate for the relaxation of SSOR. Now consider the 
following examples of a model problem. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. The Dirichlet problem is solved for the unit square with 
boundary values taken from the function 
~(x,Y)=log[(z+I)2+Y2], 
which is the solution [B]. The number of iterations necessary 
)~ij-log[(i--+l)“+(jh)2]I<E 
for 
to hold for 1~ i, j Q N - 1 is recorded in Table 3 for E = lOPa when using 
oh of (3.6) and o, of (4.4), and compared with the value oa of w which is 
estimated by searching for the optimal o of this problem. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. The Dirichlet problem is numerically solved for the unit 
square with boundary values equal to zero. In [ll, p. 1321 and [S], this 
experiment is used for comparison with the theoretical rate of convergence. 
The initial guess is the constant ~(x, y) = 1, and the number of iterations for 
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TABLE 3 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
N Oh Iterations wa Iterations 0, Iterations 
25 1.7583 75 1.81 71 1.7912 72 
50 1.8712 150 1.9012 142 1.884 145 
100 1.93347 300 1.95 284 1.9403 290 
250 1.9728 750 1.98 711 1.9757 727 
TABLE 4 
N = 50 N=lOO N=250 
w/z 0, 00 WI> 0, WO wh 0, WI) 
1.8712 1.884 1.9012 1.93346 1.9403 1.94346 1.9728 1.9757 1.9771 
Iterations Iterations Iterations 
lo- 16 369 358 352 739 717 705 1851 1796 1771 
109% 612 594 586 1228 1192 1174 3075 2986 2947 
lo-“” 855 831 820 1716 1667 1643 4299 4175 4123 
lo-“” 1099 1067 1053 2205 2142 2112 5523 5365 5298 
10-5” 1342 1304 1287 2694 2617 2581 6748 6555 6474 
which 
is recorded in Table 4. Again q, is that of (3.6) and w, that of (4.41, while wO 
is obtained by estimating of w by searching for the optimal w for this 
problem. 
1 would like to thank Professor Richard Varga of Kent State University for 
his generosity with regard to this manuscript, and the referee for his valuable 
comments, kind assistance, and pointing [12] out to me. 
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